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A binder cover, 

spines, back 
cover, and all of 
your math sub 
plans for the 

month are 
included!
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An end of the 
day form, thank 

you card, and 
punch cards are 
also included for 

your sub!
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Copies for students pages and a lesson checklist are 
included to make your prep easy peasy! Then, each 
math lesson includes: A quick math review, fluency 

practice, math riddle activity, word problem activity, 
backwards story problem activity, and a math game.

LESSON #1 PLANS PICTURED BELOW.
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Wherever needed, differentiated content is included 
in the plans for 3rd and 4th grades. These are subtly 

marked with icons so you can easily tell which is 
which. You can utilize the grade level version or use 

both for differentiation.
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Each lesson ends with a “What’s the Question?” Backwards 
story problem. The students are given an answer and need to 
come up with a problem that has their answer. Then, they will 

brainstorm who and what the problem is about, write the 
story problem, the equation, and make a diagram. A color by 

number is included for fast finishers!
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Kids can play the memory game or war with the same set 
of playing cards! Array versions included for 3rd grade to 

get ready for multiplication.
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Students will LOVE this colorful 
classroom supply themed board 

game with fluency problems! COLOR & 
BLACK AND WHITE INCLUDED!



Math Lessons Checklist
qPlease use ALL of the lessons listed below for a full 

single day of sub plans.

qPlease use the checked lessons below during the 
MATH block. 

Lesson #1:
qQuick Math Review
qFluency Practice
qRiddle: Back to School
qWord Problem Solving Strategies
qWhat’s The Problem?
qCard Game: Multiplication War
qColor by Number: Summer Sunshine
Lesson #2:
qQuick Math Review
qFluency Practice
qRiddle: Classroom Supply
qWord Problem Solving Strategies
qWhat’s The Problem?
qBoard Game: Colorful Classroom
qColor by Number: Sail Into a New School Year
Lesson #3:
qQuick Math Review
qFluency Practice
qRiddle: Tricky Teacher
qWord Problem Solving Strategies
qWhat’s The Problem?
qCard Game: Go Fish
qColor by Number: Sweet Summertime



Math Lesson #1

You will need:
• August Lesson #1 Quick Math Review- One copy for every student. 

Instructions: 

• Tell the students that they will be completing a five question math review on their 
own (without a partner).

• Pass out the Quick Math Review and tell students that you’ll check with them in 7-
10 minutes to see if they need more time.

• When you check back with them, have students show on their hands how much 
time they feel they still need to complete the review. (This can range from 0-10).

• Once complete, solve each problem as a class to correct the assignment. 

• If there are any fast finishers you can have them write their own review problem 
on the back of the page. Once they’ve written their problem they may solve it.

Notes: ____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

You will need:
• August Lesson #1 Fluency Practice- One copy for every student. 

Instructions: 

• Tell the students that they will be completing a twenty problem fluency 
worksheet.

• Pass out the Fluency Practice Worksheet and tell students that they should work 
in order from #1-20 trying their best to solve each problem. If there is a problem 
they do not know how to solve they should circle it and move on. If they finish 
before their time is up they need to go back and try to solve any circled 
problems.

• Once complete, solve each problem as a class to correct the assignment. 

• If there are any fast finishers you can have them write a story problem on the 
back of their paper to accompany one of the fluency problems from the 
worksheet. 

Notes: ____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Fluency Practice
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Quick Math Review



Quick Math Review
Name______________________

Solve The Array
How many rows does the array have? __________

How many columns does the array have? __________

Insert the number of rows and columns into the 
multiplication problem   

____________ x ____________

Bree is having a pool party. She is 
inviting 6 of her friends. She wants 

to give each friend 3 suckers in 
their goodie bags. How many 

stickers will she need? Draw an 
array to help you find the answer.

_____________________________________
_____________________________________

Betsy left for school at ___________.
She returned from school at ___________.

She was gone for ______ hours and ______ minutes. 

Left Returned
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Odd or Even?

________________

Brooke has 13 dollars. She has a 
lemonade stand and earns another 
10 dollars. Then she walks her dog 
and earns another 4 dollars. How 
much money does Brooke have 

now?

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

rows columns



Quick Math Review
Name______________________

Brett is putting his baseball cards in 
a binder. Each page can fit 9 cards. 
How many pages will he need if he 

has 100 baseball cards? Explain your 
reasoning.

_____________________________________
_____________________________________
_____________________________________

Missing Factors
3× =27

x 100  =1100
12× =96
× 7    =49

7× =77

aa
a a

Find the Factors

1. 26

_______________________

2. 44

_______________________

Equivalent fractions

2
4

=

3
6

2
8

3
5

=

=

=

Write Numbers In Expanded Form

745.347
_____________________________________________________
425.839
_____________________________________________________
832.942
_____________________________________________________

a
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Identify and circle the correct answer to each expression. Write the letter of the 
circled answer in the matching box below to solve the riddle. (For example, the 

answer to #1 will be written in the 5th box labeled “1”). The first one is done for you.

Back to School Riddle

I
8 34 1 6 7 2 10 9 5

Where do pencils go on vacation?

-
11

Name___________________________________

20

1.     700 + 50     A. 650     P. 700     I. 750     C. 50

6.     3,593 – 1,392   P. 2.201   E. 4,205   L. 2,201   A. 2,805

4.     315 + 45     A. 465     N. 360     I. 765     V. 350

2.     630 - 330     C. 330     E. 960     A. 300     L. 900

3.     260 + 40     C. 300     I. 220     L. 200      V. 660

5.     66 – 14     I. 25     V. 70     P. 80     A. 52

7.     920 + 75     A. 850     I. 990     P. 845     V. 995

10.     395 + 15     A. 380     N. 410     I. 405     E. 415

8.     850 - 230     V. 1,080    E. 620    C. 650    L. 1,050

9.     740 + 80     I. 820     A. 660     C. 82     V. 66

11.     44 – 22     I. 24     L. 20     V. 22     P. 21



Identify and circle the correct answer to each expression. Write the letter of the 
circled answer in the matching box below to solve the riddle. (For example, the 

answer to #1 will be written in the 5th box labeled “1”). The first one is done for you.

Back to School Riddle

1.     700 + 50     A. 650     P. 700     I. 750     C. 50

6.     3,593 – 1,392   P. 2.201   E. 4,205   L. 2,201   A. 2,805

4.     315 + 45     A. 465     N. 360     I. 765     V. 350

2.     630 - 330     C. 330     E. 960     A. 300     L. 900

3.     260 + 40     C. 300     I. 220     L. 200      V. 660

5.     6.6 – 1.4     I. 52     V. 7.0     P. 8.0     A. 5.2

Name___________________________________

Where do pencils go on vacation?

I -
8 34 1 6 7 2 10 9 511

7.     920 + 75     A. 850     I. 990     P. 845     V. 995

10.     395 + 15     A. 380     N. 410     I. 405     E. 415

8.     850 - 230     V. 1,080     E. 620     C. 650     L. 1,050

9.     740 + 80     I. 820     A. 660     C. 82     V. 66

11.     4.4 – 2.2     I. 2.4     L. 0.2     V. 22     P. 2.2
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Math Lesson #1
What’s The Question?

You will need:
• August Lesson #1 What’s The Question worksheet(s)- One copy of each for every 

student. 

Instructions: 

• Tell the students that they will be working with a partner to solve a problem 
backwards today. They are going to be given an answer and they’ll need to come up 
with the question for it. 

• There are three parts to this assignment: brainstorming, outline, and the final 
“What’s the Question?” worksheet.

• Assign students into pairs as you see fit. (Make sure each person fills out their 
own pages).

• Explain to students that the first part of the assignment will be the 
brainstorming worksheet where they will be given their answer. In the thought 
bubbles they need to write down different expressions that would equal the 
answer they are given. 

• The second part of the assignment is the outline. They will choose ONE of the 
expressions from their brainstorming worksheet to use in their question. The 
outline asks: who, what, and where. There is an optional, how, section as well.

• Tell students that they need to write down different options for WHO their 
question is about. (ex: Karen, Jack, Billy, Sue)

• Once they finish the who section they need to write down options in the WHAT
section. (ex: swimming, hiking, riding bikes, watching a movie)

• Finally, they need to fill out the WHERE section. (ex: grandma’s, backyard, 
playground, grocery store)

• The final part of the What’s the Question assignment is to put it altogether in one 
place. Students need to select one of their options for WHO, one option for WHAT, 
and one option for WHERE. They should be able to flow well in a story problem. (ex: 
Karen, swimming, grandma’s house) You wouldn’t have Karen be swimming at the 
grocery store!

• On the lines labeled, “My Problem”, students need to write their story problem 
that includes the WHO, WHAT, and WHERE that they chose.

• In the box labeled, “My Expression”, students need to write the expression they 
chose. This can be found in the thought bubble on the outline worksheet.

• The last box labeled, “My Diagram”, is a space where students need to create ONE 
diagram to go with their story problem. (ex: chart, graph, table, array, etc)

Notes: ____________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________
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What’s The Question? 
Brainstorming

Name:______________________________

Think of as many problems as you can that will equal the answer provided.

The answer is:

8
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What’s The Question?
Outline

Name:______________________________

Pick one of the answer options from the brainstorming page and write it in the box below. Then, fill in the 
lines for possible details to the problem. Extra Information is optional and could be things like: when, why, 

or how. 

The problem you chose:

WHO: ________________________________

________________________________

________________________________

_______________________________________

WHAT: ______________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

________________________________________________

WHERE: _______________________________________

________________________________________________

_______________________________________________

_______________________________________________

EXTRA INFO (Optional): ____________________________

_______________________________________________
29



What’s The Question? 
Name:______________________________

Mix and match one detail from each section of the outline page to write a story problem that when solved, 
equals the answer given on your brainstorming page. In one box at the bottom you will write the expression you 
chose from your outline page. In the other box you will create a math diagram to go with your problem. (Table, 

graph, chart, etc.)

My Problem: __________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

My Expression My Diagram
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